Uranus in Taurus and You:
A Working Guide and Cheat Sheet for the Next Eight Years

There are a number of ways Uranus in Taurus might trigger your chart. This includes via its **house placement**, and any **aspects** Uranus in Taurus might make to your planets.

**Houses**

For all of us, Uranus in Taurus will trigger a new house.

If you use the whole sign house system, (like me!), as soon as Uranus moves into Taurus it will be in a new house in your chart.

If you use any other house system (common ones include Placidus, Koch, Equal) then look at the degree on your Taurus house cusp – when Uranus gets far enough into Taurus to trigger that degree, it will activate that house. (Personally, I think that as soon as Uranus enters Taurus you’ll start to feel the Uranus vibes into your Taurus house area, regardless of the cusp degree.)

**Planets and Aspects**

On a more personal or individual level, Uranus in Taurus will also trigger by transit planets in certain signs via specific aspects.

From its place in Taurus, Uranus will make the following aspects to planets according to their **sign**.

If you have planets in **Taurus**, Uranus in Taurus will conjunct them.
If you have planets in **Scorpio**, Uranus in Taurus will oppose them.
If you have planets in **Leo or Aquarius**, Uranus in Taurus will square them.
If you have planets in **Virgo or Capricorn**, Uranus in Taurus will trine them.
If you have planets in **Cancer or Pisces**, Uranus in Taurus will sextile them.
You may note that the signs listed about are either all fixed signs, or are signs that are either earth or water (yin signs).

Uranus in Taurus will for the most part, trigger different signs that Uranus in Aries did. The signs that were activated by Uranus in Aries and will still be activated (though via a different type of aspect and therefore in a different type of way) by Uranus in Taurus include: Cancer, Leo, Capricorn and Aquarius.

Now the million dollar question is WHEN.

**When will Uranus in Taurus trigger any planets you might have in the above signs?**

It depends on the degree of your planets. The earlier a planet is in a sign by degree the sooner Uranus in Taurus will touch it by transit. The later a planet is in a sign by degree the longer it will take Uranus in Taurus to trigger it by transit.

Below is a list of when Uranus in Taurus will trigger the different degrees.

Keep in mind Uranus will be in Taurus until 2026. If you have planets in the above signs but very late in the sign, like 27, 28 or 29 degrees, they won’t be getting their Uranus in Taurus infusion for a few years yet.

As you look at the years and degrees below, you’ll notice that Uranus in Taurus often triggers the same degrees two years in a row.

The first year Uranus in Taurus triggers the degree of one of your planets will likely be the most intense or dramatic manifestation of this energy in your chart and life. Any subsequent years are about integrating the influence of Uranus, and working towards making any changes that your first clued into in the first year Uranus triggers one of your planets.
Uranus in Taurus by degrees

2018: Uranus in Taurus will move through 0, 1, 2 degrees of Taurus. If you have planets at these degrees of the above signs then you will have a direct Uranus in Taurus transit this year.

2019: Uranus in Taurus will move through 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 degrees of Taurus. If you have planets at these degrees of the above signs then you will have a direct Uranus in Taurus transit this year.

2020: Uranus in Taurus will move through 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 degrees of Taurus. If you have planets at these degrees of the above signs then you will have a direct Uranus in Taurus transit this year.

2021: Uranus in Taurus will move through 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 degrees of Taurus. If you have planets at these degrees of the above signs then you will have a direct Uranus in Taurus transit this year.

2022: Uranus in Taurus will move through 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18 degrees of Taurus. If you have planets at these degrees of the above signs then you will have a direct Uranus in Taurus transit this year.

2023: Uranus in Taurus will move through 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23 degrees of Taurus. If you have planets at these degrees of the above signs then you will have a direct Uranus in Taurus transit this year.

2024: Uranus in Taurus will move through 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27 degrees of Taurus. If you have planets at these degrees of the above signs then you will have a direct Uranus in Taurus transit this year.

2025: Uranus in Taurus will move through 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29 degrees of Taurus. If you have planets at these degrees of the above signs then you will have a direct Uranus in Taurus transit this year. (This is the year Uranus starts to transition into Gemini and a whole new cycle.)

2026: Uranus in Taurus will move through 26, 27, 29 degrees of Taurus. If you have planets at these degrees of the above signs then you will have a direct Uranus in Taurus transit this year.
General Info about Working with Uranus

Uranus Keywords and Concepts
Unconventional, rule breaking, innovative, fresh ideas, curious, insightful, different perspectives, unusual, follows a unique path, has an affinity with technology. Alternative, independent, rebellious, revolutionary, challenge the status quo. Chaos, change and the unexpected.

What to Expect with Uranus
Uranus can bring surprises and shocking or unexpected events. Change that brings you freedom is possible. Authenticity becomes increasingly important, so much so that you can no longer ignore what’s important to you.

The need to please is replaced with the desire to be free.

While Uranus is known to create chaos, he also enlivens and electrifies life. You’ll have blasts of unexpected development and flashes of brilliant insight. Forget tradition and start exploring the best path forward for you. Independence, freedom and individuality will be important.

Work with Uranus
Shake up your routines. Give in to curiosity. Surprise yourself - and those around you - by changing your habits or doing things differently. Make increasingly authentic, if unusual choices or a radical but total right for you decision.

A desire for more independence or freedom may see you distance yourself from people or obligations. Responsibilities may feel restrictive. You may be drawn to anything unusual or alternative.

Freedom, rebellion and independence may become strong motivating factors. You’ll realise where you need to break away to breakthrough. Like breaking out of jail, your spirit seeks release. You’re drawn to unusual experiences as you seek an increasingly authentic way of life. Let your inner rebel out. Rather than sticking with the conventional path, dare to go your own way.
Uranus in Taurus Through the Houses

**Taurus Ascendant/Uranus in Taurus in Your 1st house:**
Try a new look or style and generally update or refresh your appearance. Outer changes will reflect inner shifts, which is where the real growth happens. You’ll likely adopt a more authentic mindset. Replace a bad habit with something more genuine, and consider how you can show your quirky, individual and true self more often. Personal growth and self-development will be top priority and you’re ready to discover – and share - the real you.

**Aries Ascendant/Uranus in Taurus in Your 2nd house:**
Consider how using technology might boost your income, or make it easier to turn a side hustle or hobby into something that earns more. Cash flow may go through more extreme highs and lows, so consider a more flexible budget, where you might save or invest percentages of what you earn, rather than saving X amount each week or month. A dream of financial independence may encourage you to try a new money app, chat to your boss about more flexible work options, or raise your prices in your own business.

**Pisces Ascendant/Uranus in Taurus in Your 3rd house:**
Communication skills and self-expression will be highlighted, as Uranus in Taurus encourages you to speak your truth, and share your ideas more widely. You might experience a breakthrough that helps you understand how to study, learn, teach or write better. If you have siblings, they may go through exciting periods of fast paced change. Your connection to goddess energy may be activated, and you may step into a priestess like role. Travel and movement in general are likely to increase, and your regular commute may become more exotic, interesting or take you into unusual and different places.
Aquarius Ascendant/Uranus in Taurus in Your 4th house:
Developments in your living situation will be likely. Uranus’ desire for freedom may inspire you to down size, become a professional house sitter or move to live somewhere you have always dreamed about. Some chaos at home is possible, which may come in the form of a major renovation, repair or maintenance project, or because someone you live with is going through a heightened period of change in their own life. Look ways to gain freedom from family responsibilities, and accept the challenge to show your family more of who your true self. Don’t play nice to keep the peace, instead, be yourself.

Capricorn Ascendant/Uranus in Taurus in Your 5th house:
New ways to have fun and enjoy the good life are likely. Play activities and relaxation habits are stimulated so do more of what you love, with people whose company you genuinely enjoy. Plans and experiences to do with children may be unconventional, or not what you expected, so try to avoid clinging to patterns or dreams based on old traditions. You might discover or resurrect a creative talent. If so, have fun with making things, especially if your interests are a little weird, unusual or unique.

Sagittarius Ascendant/Uranus in Taurus in Your 6th house:
Work may require more innovation, or encourage the use of increasing amounts of technology. Your schedule might be less predictable and more spur of the moment, so being flexible with developments can help support your success. Health and wellness rituals may be sporadic rather than regular so keep your sneakers or workout stuff handy so you can squeeze in a workout when you can. Any health matters that arise are likely to be odd or not the norm, and alternative forms of treatment may be helpful, in addition to mainstream methods.

Scorpio Ascendant/Uranus in Taurus in Your 7th house:
Relationships may take you on an exciting rollercoaster in the next eight years, as you strive to create authentic partnerships that meet the needs of two individuals, instead of trying to fit your love into the cliché standard of
white picket fence, marriage and a baby carriage. Healthy distance and time apart to pursue your own interests will actually help keep the spark alive, and provide space for interest and excitement. Fast and intense romances are likely for those that may be single or dating. Relationships with a lot of space – like long distance, or those where you are each on different work schedules - are common.

**Libra Ascendant/Uranus in Taurus in Your 8th house:**
Liberate yourself from a long standing financial debt or drain. You may be inspired by the dream of complete financial independence, like accelerating debt repayments or turbo charging your retirement savings. New pathways to intimacy are possible, as Uranus in Taurus in your 8th house invites you to reveal more of your true self to a close partner, either in your personal life or at work. A partner may receive a windfall or other unexpected change to their financial circumstances, which in turn can lead to a shift with money in your life. You may also explore your inner world, like doing therapy or other reflective rituals, to understand your mental state, what motivates you and what your deeper fears really are.

**Virgo Ascendant/Uranus in Taurus in Your 9th house:**
Wanderlust is a big theme for you, and you may spend more time out in the world, travelling, working, living and experiencing more of what life has to offer. Ambitions may take a back seat as you look for meaning and purpose through new adventures. Academic or ‘wisdom’ goals, to do with study, teaching, writing, publishing and the pursuit of divine knowledge may become increasingly important. Changes to your regular locations or settings can lead to a whole new perspective, or prompt that mental breakthrough you have been looking for.

**Leo Ascendant/Uranus in Taurus in Your 10th house:**
Professional patterns are changing and you may want more autonomy at work, or crave the freedom that comes from not having to show up at the office each day. Location independence may be a dream, and if so, you’ll want to brush up on types of technology you can use to work remotely. Professions that involve technology, or work opportunities that bring you to the cutting edge of your
field, may appeal. If you work for a large organisation, the company itself may go through a radical restructure. Learning to embrace any chaos at work can help you succeed in a time of heightened change.

Cancer Ascendant/Uranus in Taurus in Your 11th house:
A social shake up will be on the cards, as alliances shift and you seek likeminded people to spend time with. Established bonds of friendships may shift, and you may spend more or less time with people you usually see regularly. Spontaneous catch ups rather than planned events are likely. Surprises or unexpected events with friends will be possible. You may also connect with a community of people who share a quirky interest of yours. If you have a lot of commitments to other people, like through a board, organisation, or collective project, you may change your role or want freedom from any obligations that are restrictive.

Gemini Ascendant/Uranus in Taurus in Your 12th house:
There’s a lot stirring deep within and things might not fully become clear until Uranus moves into your 1st house in eight years. Until then, you’re called away from the demands of the world and into the realm of spirit. You might go on retreat, take up meditation or become more regular with your journal writing. Introspection and reflective practices are ideal, especially if you feel unsettled and can’t put your finger on why. Exciting developments at work may draw your focus away from other areas of life. Breakthroughs with spiritual or around your own mental health are possible too.
Uranus in Taurus to the Planets

Experience tells me that Uranus is most influential when triggering the visible or traditional planets, so they are the ones I have focused on here.

This is a basic list of keywords and ideas based on the planet Uranus will aspect. There’s obviously so much more that can be said on Uranus transiting each of these planets. My intention here is to get you started and help you figure out where and how your Uranus transits might influence your chart and life. From there, observe and keep learning.

You can further personalise any Uranus/planet transit you might be having by considering the house each of the planets below rules in your chart. For instance, if you have Capricorn on the MC or 10th house, then Saturn rules career for you. In that case, if you were having a Uranus/Saturn transit, then in addition to the Uranus/Saturn ideas below, that transit will also trigger career topics.

There are five types of aspects used in traditional astrology: the conjunction, sextile, square, trine and opposition. Traditional astrology doesn’t hold with ‘good’ or ‘bad’ aspects like modern astrology does. Instead, think dramatic or intense for squares and oppositions, while sextiles and trines can bring a relatively smooth or easy combination of planetary forces. I say relatively say because this is Uranus who tends to work in shocks, fits and spurts. These key ideas hold regardless of what type of aspect Uranus will make to your planet(s).

Uranus/Moon – emotions swing between extremes, highs and lows, rollercoaster, intense restlessness helps you question everything. Health and sleep patterns change. Eat lighter or different foods. Separation from family or home, which can give you the space you need to flourish on your own. Will also influence the house in your chart ruled by Cancer.

Uranus/Mercury – (one of my fave’s!) mental breakthroughs, fresh perspectives, a flood of new ideas that show you what’s really possible. Intriguing study, writing and research opportunities. Unexpected but exciting changes to plans and schedules. New skills with communication. You have to shift your thinking before you can change your life and this transit helps with that. Will
also influence the house in your chart ruled by Gemini and Virgo.

**Uranus/Venus** – fresh energy around style, beauty, pleasure and love. Changes that add excitement and bring new interest to love and friendship. Relaxation looks different but in a good way. Break with traditions and habits and experiment with new indulgences. Will also influence the house in your chart ruled by Taurus and Libra.

**Uranus/Sun** – authenticity. Dare to be yourself. Celebrate – rather than deny – your differences. Leadership that encourages experimentation and innovation. Out with the old you, in with the new, ‘try anything once’ you. Will also influence the house in your chart ruled by Leo.

**Uranus/Mars** – motivation for quirky and weird interests. Courage and confidence to act according to your own desires. Willing to challenge the status quo, make an unconventional but totally right for you choice. Rebel against authority. Will also influence the house in your chart ruled by Aries and Scorpio.

**Uranus/Jupiter** – uplifting shifts that open you up to a whole new world. Changes in religion, beliefs, faith and philosophy. Enthusiasm for adventure and new experiences can shift your priorities, especially away from material and professional goals and onto life dreams. Travel and study experiences can be the gateway to growth. Opportunities to teach and share your wisdom, knowledge or experience with others. Will also influence the house in your chart ruled by Sagittarius and Pisces.

**Uranus/Saturn** – cut the safety lines. Anchors away! What has weighed you down, restricted you or kept you small is no longer. Freedom arrives and while you’re ready and excited for it, you can still be surprised at how it shows up. Do things for yourself rather than rely on others. Freedom from the past, from fear and from anything old, dated or that you have outgrown. Lightness. Areas of life that have been heavy or hard become light and free to move, change or evolve. Will also influence the house in your chart ruled by Capricorn and Aquarius.